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HASCO Remote Solution is a Cloud based data management solution which provides a secure and reliable
method to connect with web enabled devices in your galvanising plants, anywhere in the world and across
the Internet. It offers a whole package remote access solution dedicated for hot-dip galvanizing production
and equipment maintenance including real-time plant monitoring, customisable web-server pages, SMS and
e-mailing capabilities, data and event logging, and much more besides.

CUSTOMISABLE
HTML WEBPAGE
HASCO remote solution also features a total customisable HTML
webpage, which is built with SSI (Server Side Include) technology
and enables plant managers, maintenance engineers and support
engineers to view the real-time and historical plant status.
This webpage is a separate development independent of the
site HMI panel, causing no conflict to HMI operation when being
browsed. It also enables multiple users to log in at the same time.

CONNECTIVITY
Through Ethernet WAN, 2G/3G or WIFI, HASCO remote solution supports a wide range of devices connected
to the internet using Ethernet WAN, 2G/3G or WIFI:
• PLCs
• Relay logic control system
• Gas/Electricity meter
• IP camera
Many more devices possible…

DATA LOGGING
AND RETRIEVAL
ALARM
MANAGEMENT

With HASCO Remote Solution, values of data tags,
both in real time and historically, can be logged on
a fixed interval or on change. The logging files can
be easily retrieved by FTP, HTTP or as an email
attachment for closer analysis/reporting.

Alarm management in the HASCO Remote
Solution is based on Cloud stored data pushed
from PLCs or other devices. Every alarm can
be configured individually for Data logging and
retrieval.

“HASCO`s new online monitoring system is a real breath
of fresh air in a site engineers routine. Since we started
using this system I have never had to attend site to
remedy a fault on the furnace. Information that was
immediately available allowed me to find a solution and
talk the operative through it on the phone.”

“The remote monitoring system is a great function
for our technicians and plant management. With our
smartphones we can check the system status, energy
consumption, error messages etc. In case of an error
message we can remotely check the necessity for solving
the issue”

Aleksandr Papiz, Works Maintenance Engineer,
Acrow Galvanizing Ltd.UK

Henk van de Streek, Manager,
Coatinc Groningen B.V. Netherland
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For further details or if you would like a quote, do not hesitate to contact us:
Tel: +44 (0) 121 552 4911

Hasco Thermic, 134 Birchfield Lane, Oldbury, West Midlands, B69 2AY, UK
Fax: +44 (0) 121 544 8143 Email: mail@hasco.co.uk Web: www.hasco.co.uk

Twitter: @HascoThermic

